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Abstract
Interaction Object Graphs (IOGs) are an executable, graphical specification notation. They are an extension of
statecharts, an extended transition diagram. IOGs are designed to specify the details of user-interface widgets.  However,
they provide all of the expressiveness required to specify entire user interfaces.  This is accomplished by specifying the
widgets, specifying the relationships between widget attributes, and adding inter-widget dialog states and transitions to
complete the user interface.  Communication with application code can be through constraints on widget attributes or
through designer-specified events.  IOGs also provide a hierarchical structure that allows details to be selectively hidden
and exposed. This paper describes the IOG diagrams and their properties.  It then presents a detailed example of how to
use IOGs - the partial specification of a net browser.  Two properties of widget dialogs are defined, dialog completion
and state invariance.  Demonstrating these properties in a IOG specification is explained.
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1.  Introduction
Interaction Object Graphs(IOGs) are a graphical specification method based on an extended state machine.  Their goal is
to provide an understandable representation of man-machine dialogs.  Wasserman(1985) used finite state machines to
specify dialogs.  However, state diagrams have severe problems when used to specify more complex dialogs.  The
number of states and transitions required grows uncontrollably as common interaction techniques such as modal dialog
boxes are introduced.  Direct manipulation interfaces also introduce the possibility that the user will interleave tasks.
While easily modeled by parallel processes, task interleaving is very difficult to describe with a finite state machine.
Some form of extended state machine is required to handle direct manipulation interfaces.  A number of methods have
been tried.  Jacob(1986) used an extended state machine which grouped states into meta-states and allowed transitions
from a meta-state.  Parallelism was handled implicitly by the execution environment.  Wellner(1989) adapted Harel’s
statecharts(Harel 1988) for use in dialog specification.  Statecharts include explicit parallelism and a history-based meta-
state restart.  Palanque and Bastide(1994) used Petri nets as their extended state machine.

All of the above notations use an abstract representation of the display which makes it difficult to envision the
appearance of the dialog on the computer.  Except for Palanque and Bastide’s Interactive Cooperative Objects, interface
data is represented as annotations and not explicitly in the diagram.  IOGs(Carr 1994, 1995) add both a pictorial
component to help the reader visualize how the interaction will appear on the screen and explicit representation of data
changes.

This chapter begins with a brief description of IOGs.  It then applies them in an extended example, the specification
of a WWW-browser.  This is followed by a brief discussion of some dialog analyses that are possible with IOGs.

2.  Interaction Object Graphs

2. 1 Interaction Object Graph State Diagrams

IOGs were designed to add widget specification to Interface Representation Graphs(Rouff & Horowitz 1991).  However,
they can be used to specify the entire interface.  They combine the data flow and constraint specifications of IRGs with
the statechart execution model(Harel 1988).  This expands the statechart to show data relationships as well as control
flow.  IOGs add a display state and a representation for widget attribute data in order to permit specification of low-level
interaction objects which cannot be specified by Interface Representation Graphs.  Below is a brief description of the
IOG state diagram, and a transition description language used to specify transition conditions.

In addition to IRGs, the IOG state diagram traces its lineage from UAN(Hartson & Hix, 1993, Siochi & Hartson
1989) and statecharts.  Statecharts added four new state types to the traditional state diagram.  These states are used in
IOGs.  They are:  the XOR meta-state, the AND meta-state, and two types of history state.

The meta-states can contain both normal states and other meta-states.  Transitions from meta-states are inherited by
all contained states.  This helps reduce the problem of arc explosion.  The XOR meta-state contains a sequential
transition network.  Exactly one state inside of an XOR meta-state is active when the XOR state is active.  On the other
hand, an AND meta-state contains more than one transition network.  Each of these networks executes in parallel.

Figure 1 shows an example statechart.  The large rectangle is an AND meta-state.  It is divided into XOR meta-states

H

Figure 1  Example statechart
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by a dashed line.  In this case there are two XOR meta-states.  When the AND meta-state is active both the left and right
XOR meta-states will be active.  The black dots with arrows pointing from them indicate starting states.  So, the AND
meta-state is a starting state.  Note, that all XOR meta-states also have starting states.  The right XOR meta-state
contains four standard states and the arcs between them.  The left XOR meta-state itself contains two meta-states.  The
upper one is its start state and it will be active first.  If the condition (unseen) on the transition to the lower XOR meta-
state becomes true, then the lower XOR meta-state will be come active.  This will happen no matter which of the
standard states in the upper meta-state are active.  They both inherit this transition from the meta-state which contains
them.  Similarly, the three standard states in the lower meta-state inherit the transition to the state with a circle and an
H.  This state is a history state.

A history state can only be contained in an XOR meta-state.  Whenever a transition transfers control from a meta-
state, the history state remembers which state was active immediately before the transition.  If a later transition returns
control to the history state, the meta-state is returned to the remembered state.  History states help control state
explosion.  To see this, consider a specification of a help system which is independent of the user interface.  An ordinary
transition network would require replicating the help-system specification once for every state in the user interface.
Otherwise, there would be no way to return to the user interface state that was active before help was requested.  A
statechart history state could receive the return transition from the help system, and only one copy would be required.
There are two types of history states.  They differ in how they treat a return when the last active state was a meta-state.
The H state restarts meta-states at their start state and provides one level of history.  On the other hand, the H* state
restarts meta-states at their history state, when they have one, thereby allowing multilevel history.

IOGs add two additional node types to the statechart, data objects and display states.  Data objects represent the
storage of a data item, and control is never passed to them.  They can only be destinations for the data arcs discussed
below.  Display states are control states that have a change in the display associated with them.  In IOG diagrams a
picture of the display change is used whenever possible instead of a program-like statement such as draw(ActiveON).
Data objects are represented as parallelograms (Figure 2).

IOGs also add two special arc types, the event arc and the data arc.  Events allow the designer to define messages
which may be lacking in the underlying specification model.  For example when specifying the trash can in the
Macintosh interface, one needs to know when a file is being dragged over it as opposed to when the pointer is being
dragged over it.  One way to do this would be for the file icon to generate a dragging-started event and a dropped event.
The trash can would then be highlighted whenever the pointer was over it between a dragging-started event and a dropped
event.  An event is represented by a special transition passing through an E in a diamond (Figure 3).

Data flow is represented in a manner similar to events – an arc passing through a D in a circle (Figure 3).  A data
flow arc may have any node as a source and can only terminate at a data object or have an unspecified termination.  In
addition, at least one end must be attached to a data object.  Data flow arcs with data objects as a source, whose
destination arrow is unspecified, and whose destination is outside of the containing interaction object, indicate
externally-readable data (Figure 4).  This data may be used by the application or attached to other user interface
components as a more complete specification is constructed.  Data flow arcs with data objects as destinations represent
updating the data object.  If the arc's source is a control state, it represents a change in the value when the arc conditional
is satisfied.  In this case, the data flow arc is labeled with the new object value.  An arc without a source represents
externally-writable data.

H
History States

AND Meta-state
XOR Meta-state

H*
object name Data Object

Display StateStandard State

Start State

Figure 2  IOG node symbols.
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Constraints are useful in specifying one attribute of the user interface in terms of others.  With constraints it is
simple to restrict an icon to be contained within a window or to map the values of a slider to a specific range.  IOG data
arcs support a form of one-way constraints by expressing the data value as an equation in terms of other attributes.
Together with the condition on the data arc, these equations provide a means to constrain one attribute in terms of
another with a Boolean guard.  For example, specifying that in a given state (call it S), the image of a widget will
follow the mouse cursor can be done with a constraint.  This is accomplished by drawing a data arc from S  to the data
object representing the widget's location.  Now, specify that the new value for the location is:  the old location + the
change in the mouse position.  The condition for the arc would be:  the mouse position changes.  This results in the
widget following the mouse while the widget control is in state S.

2. 2 Interface Data Model

In order to describe the transitions between states, an abstract model of the user interface and a description language for
that model are required.  IOGs abstract the interface into the following objects:  Booleans, numbers, strings, points,
regions, icons, view ports, windows, and user inputs.  A brief description of these objects follows.

Booleans, numbers, and strings (BNS) are the usual abstractions with the usual operations.  It should be noted that
numbers contain both the real and integer data types.  In addition, any of these may be converted into an icon
representation by the operator icon(BNS, point, font, fontsize) or icon(BNS, region, font).  Both operators convert the
Boolean, number, or string BNS to a text representation, and then convert the text representation into a picture.  If
specified with a point, the resulting icon is as big as it needs to be to hold the picture of the text representation.  If a
region is specified, the icon is the size of the region.  Fonts and font sizes may be omitted.  In that case defaults will be
used.

Points are an ordered pair of numbers (x,y).  Points have the algebraic operators which are normally associated with
them.  A point may be assigned a value by writing p=(x,y).  In addition, p.x and p.y represent the x and y coordinates
from the point p.

A region is a set of display points defined relative to an origin called the location.  The location of the region is
always the point (minx,miny) where minx and miny are the smallest x and y coordinates in the region.  Regions have a
size operator which returns the height and width of the smallest rectangle which covers the region.  Regions also have
an in operator which tests if a point is in the region.  This is written Region.in(pt) and returns a Boolean value.
Although regions are not restricted to be rectangular, rectangles are most commonly used.  Note, a region cannot be
visible on the display.  There is no drawing operation associated with a region.

Icons are regions with pictures.  That is, some points in the region have a color number attached to them and are
shown on the display.  Icons add the operations draw and erase.  In addition, if the origin of the icon is changed, there is
an implicit erase-draw operation sequence.  Unless otherwise specified, the region associated with an icon is a rectangle.
So, icon("text", pt, default, default) would produce an icon with the upper-left corner at pt.  The picture would be the
word text in the default font and size.  There would be a region associated with the icon.  This region would be a
rectangle with its upper-left corner at pt and of sufficient area to cover the text.

A view port is a region with an associated mapping function for some underlying application data.  The mapping
would be in two parts, conversion to a world-coordinate-system graphics representation and projection onto the display.
For example, text would first be converted from ASCII to a font representation and a location on a page.  The page
would then be projected onto the display.  The mapping is controlled by a projection function (proj), a translation point
(translate), and a scale-change point (scale).  If convert is the conversion function for some object in some view port,
then the function translate + proj(scale, (convert(object))) would be the view port mapping.  Parts of objects projected to

E

Event Arc

event name

Data Flow Arc

 data value
D

ConditionCondition

Control Arc

Condition

Figure 3  IOG arc symbols

GenericWidget ...

...
attributeD D

Externally
Externally ReadableWritable

Figure 4  A readable and writable widget attribute in an IOG.
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points not in the region are not displayed, and objects in view ports are addressed relative to the view port location.
Windows group the above objects together.  They add a level attribute which determines window stacking relative to

other windows.  They can be viewed as view ports containing only objects already mapped to display coordinates.  A
window assigned a lower-level value obscures an overlapping window assigned a higher-level value.

Objects are addressed in the specification using a dot notation.  For example, win.icon1.location.x would be the x
coordinate of the location of icon, icon1, in window, win.

2. 3 Event Description Language

User inputs are mapped to IOG events, numbers, points, and Boolean variables.  Keyboard input is represented by quoted
strings when the text is important ("quit↵ " when the word quit is typed and followed by a carriage return) or key events,
similar to those in UAN, when the event is important (LShiftv for left shift key pressed).  The mouse is mapped into a
point for location (M@), a point for relative change (M∆), a Boolean indicating it moved (∆M), button change events
(Mv, M^, M2v, ...), and button status variables (Mdn, Mup, M2dn, ...).  Since the value of the mouse location is tested
frequently, in[Region] is written as a shorthand for Region.in(M@).  The special notations ~[Region] and [Region]~
describe the events of the mouse entering and leaving the Region.  These symbols can be combined in expressions.  The
operators from the 'C' language are used for these expressions.  (Most commonly, && for logical AND, || for logical
OR, and ! for logical NOT.)  A more complete description can be found in (Carr 1995).

3.  Specification of a WWW Browser
Let’s consider the specification of a simplified WWW browser using IOGs.  The browser is a window which contains a
menu system, a row of buttons, a type-in field for the current URL, and a viewing area for the current web page.  In
addition, the browser includes a list of URLs which represent the browsing history.  Finally because the buttons
duplicate menu selections, there is a need to specify a translation of menu selection events and button selection events
into a set of common application events.

Figure 5 shows the top-level specification of the browser.  At this point the specification is just six AND meta-
states collected into a single AND meta-state which represents the window.  This illustrates the basic grouping
mechanism for IOGs, containment.  The details of substates are hidden in order to make the diagram readable.

3. 1 Button Panel Specification

The buttons which provide shortcuts for some frequently used menu selections are probably the simplest to specify, so
let’s consider them first.  Figure 6 shows the buttonBlock meta-state.  It is just a placeholder containing five buttons:

 wwwBrowser::Window
 menus  buttonBlock  history::URLVector

 currentURL  page::WebPage cmdGenerator

Figure 5  Web browser specification major components.

 buttonBlock

 back
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 forward

NEXT

 home

HOME

 reload

RELOAD

 stop

STOP

Figure 6  Browser buttons.
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back, forward, home, reload, and stop.  The events generated by clicking these buttons will be used in the cmdGenerator
to generate browser control events.  Figure 7 shows a generic button.  The button can be disabled by the disable event
and enabled by the enable event.  It also generates a click event which signals that it has been selected and a press event
which signals that the user has pressed in the button area.  These events are named using the dot notation so the click
event from the back button becomes back.click.

The specification of the button is interpreted as follows.  The button starts by displaying the picture shown in the
upper-left display state.  This state is marked as the destination of a transition from the start state.  When the user
moves the mouse within the area of the button icon and presses the mouse button, the condition in[Button] && Mv is
true, and the lower-left state becomes active.  Simultaneously, the press event is generated.  Since this is a display state,
the picture associated with the button changes.  If the user points outside of the button, then the [Button]~ event occurs,
and the lower-right state becomes active.  Returning the mouse pointer within the button switches back to the lower-left
state.  Releasing the mouse in either state causes control to return to the upper-left state.  Additionally, if the lower-
right state was active the click event is generated.  If a disable event occurs while the button is in the upper-left state,
control passes to the upper-right state.  This prevents the button from operating until an enable event occurs.

3. 2 Menu System Specification

The menus are also straightforward to build.  One begins with a menu bar (Figure 8).  The bar holds all of the top-level
menu items and generates an event, active, that activates the entire menu system.  Menu entries are either a menu item
or a menu item combined with controls for an associated drop-down menu.

Figure 9 shows the specification of a menu item in the Macintosh style.  It has two modes, enabled and disabled,
with the enable and disable events moving between them when the menus are not active.  The menus.active event causes
the menu item to go into a state where it shifts between being active and inactive depending on the position of the
mouse pointer.  Moving the mouse pointer into a menu item (or having pressed the mouse button while inside of it)
causes the item to become active.  This causes an active event which can be used in controlling the visibility of the
pop-up menu associated with the item.

 menus

 Fi le
File

 Edi t
Edit

 V iew
View

 Loc ations
Loc ations

 Options
Options

 Help
Help

 E

active
  Mv &&
  in [menus]

Figure 8  Menu bar.
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Figure 7  Generic button
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 E
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Figure 9  Menu item.

ItemAndPopup

label

 PopUp

label.inac tive &&
!in[PopUp]

Visible

 PopUp

Not visible  ~[PopUp]

[∪ ?PopUp]

Figure 10  Pop-up menu control.

The only piece of the menu system that remains to be specified is the behavior of a menu item that has a pop-up
menu associated with it.  This is shown in Figure 10.  The lower meta-state shows the control of the pop-up menu.  It
starts out invisible.  When the associated menu item is selected its active event triggers a state change that causes the
pop-up menu to become visible.  Moving outside of the associated menu item causes the pop-up menu to become
invisible again unless the pop-up menu itself has been entered.  At this point the menu stays until all pop-up menus
descended from this item are exited.  This is signified by the [∪ ?PopUp] region and this would have to be specified
exactly for each pop-up menu item.  This is not a trivial task.

3. 3 Specification of URL Loading with History

The specification of the URL loading mechanism will use three viewports.  The first is a type-in text field that contains
the current URL (Figure 12).  The external behavior of this viewport is described by the transitions on the text data
item.  The second viewport is the web-page display area (Figure 12).  It is assumed that this viewport formats HTML
appropriately and that clicking on a link will eventually result in the associated URL being placed in the selected data
item.  The final viewport is the URL history (Figure 11).  This last viewport is more complex.  It is assumed to have a
vector of elements.  This vector expands and contracts according to the number of elements in it.  Associated with the
vector are four additional data items:  current, last, append, and selected.  The current data item is the index of either the
last element appended to the list or of the last element selected from the list.  This depends on the last operation.  In
addition, changing current causes element[current] to be placed in selected.  The last data item is the index of the last
element in the list.  Changing the append data item results in the new URL being inserted at current+1 and the new
element becoming the last.  Finally, the vector of elements is displayed as part of the menu system, and when the user
chooses an element from the list it is place in selected.  These data relationships can be specified with IOG data arcs, but
they are not shown in Figure 11.
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The interaction between the current URL, selection of an item from the history list, and selection of a new URL on
the WWW page is shown in Figure 12.  This is expressed as a series of data arcs.  Selecting a new item on the WWW
page causes page.selected to change.  This in turn is propagated to currentURL.text and from there to history.append.
Similarly, selecting a URL from the history list causes this to appear at history.selected, and this is propagated to
currentURL.text.  The propagation of this back to history.append is prevented by the condition (currentURL.text !=
history.selected) on the return arc.

The actual retrieval of the new URL is not a function of the user interface and is not specified here.  However, the
IOG model allows attachment of data arcs to application code in a callback mechanism.  Here the unattached arc from
currentURL.text would be used as a callback into some network code.

Browser history is also affected by buttons and menu items.  Figure 13 shows how the forward, back, and home
functions are implemented.  A command corresponding to the function is generated as an event, and this becomes the
precondition to a data arc which acts on a history data item.  Since the data arcs from Figure 12 still apply even though
they are not shown, history and the current URL are correctly maintained.

 Dcurrent &&
 current == 0

history::URLVector

 E

backDisable

 Dcurrent &&
 current > 0  E

backEnable

 Dcurrent &&
 current == last  E

forwardDisable

 ∆current &&
 current < last

 E

forwardEnable

current

last

append

selected

 D

 D

 D

 D

Figure 11  URL history with associated button control events.
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Figure 12  Interaction between, currentURL, history, and page.
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Figure 13  Action of menus and buttons on the browser history.
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Figure 14  Event translation for the back button.

3. 4 Specification of Browser Commands

The user shortcuts implemented by the buttons duplicate menu functions.  In order to treat both the menu items and the
buttons in a uniform manner, events from the menu items and the corresponding buttons need to be joined into a
common event.  This enables the rest of the specification to be in terms of the common event and helps isolate it from
changes in the menu or button block.  Similarly, enable and disable events need to be split so that both the button and
the menu item are properly handled.  Figure 14 shows an example of this mapping for the back button.  Other buttons
are handled similarly.

4.  Analyzing Interaction Object Graphs
Once one has a formal description of a user interface, there is the possibility of analyzing it to locate errors.  Besides
errors in the specification with respect to the notation, it is desirable to relate the notation to user interface properties
and test correctness against the properties as well.  If one can test against user interface properties, there is some
assurance that the interface is better than one which cannot be so verified.

Dix(1991) defined an algebraic model of the user interface and then related the user interface properties of
"predictability", "observability", and "reachability" to the model.  Predictability requires that we ask the question,
"Given a configuration of the user interface and a user input, can the user predict the result?"  This question must be
answered in terms of what the user can see on the screen.  The IOG concept of a view port makes it impossible to
answer this question entirely from the IOG.  (An assumption about the predictability of the view port must be made.)
Observability can be considered a super-set of predictability.  In order to be observable, a user must be able to infer the
state of user-interface attributes from the state of the screen.  Again, an assumption about view port observability would
be necessary to answer questions about observability with IOGs.  Finally, for reachability we simply ask, "Is it possible
to get to all configurations?"  Monk(1990) defined a semiformal notation, action-effect rules, in order to analyze an
interface for the properties of predictability, reachability, completeness, consistency, and reversibility.  Predictability and
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reachability are defined as in Dix.  Completeness is defined in relation to user actions.  Thus, a system is considered
complete if there is a response to all user actions.  Consistency involves a comparison of responses for an action in
different modes.  Finally, reversibility was a measure of the number of actions required to reverse a given action.

Violations of the above properties are frequently caused by some type of programming or specification error.  While
it would be impossible to prove a widget error free, some common errors should be detectable.  For example, many
widgets have a direct mapping between a display state (display node in IOGs) and the value of a widget attribute of some
enumerated type.  At least for those states which represent the widget when the user is not manipulating it, it would be
desirable to verify that the attribute value could be guaranteed.  This property is a form of the state invariant described in
(Atlee & Gannon 1993).  If "idle" states represent the widget when the user is not manipulating it, state invariance for
idle states is closely related to the usability concept of observability of underlying system state.  Forgetting a data arc is
one common cause of this error.  Other properties to check could include freedom from "sink states" and "dialog
completion".  A sink state is one which once entered cannot be left and is a violation of the reversibility principle of
direct manipulation interfaces.  Dialog completion would insure that the widget returned to an idle state when the user
stopped manipulating it.  While related to reachability, dialog completion imposes additional constraints on the system.

4. 1 State Invariance

Limited analysis IOGs for correctness with respect to two user-interface properties is possible.  The first is state
invariance.  A widget such as a switch or radio button displays visual feedback that is dependent upon the value of an
underlying data attribute value.  It is important that the state of the widget on the display correctly indicates the value of
that attribute. So, the designer writes an invariant for some subset of the states in the IOG specification and
demonstrates two things.  First, all paths into the state satisfy the invariant.  Second, if the value of the attribute is
changed by a parallel operation, then the display state of the widget changes.

To illustrate the state invariance and dialog completion properties an example widget not used in the browser will be
used.  This example is a type of light switch that is common in the United States.  The switch widget in Figure 15
should display the "off" image of a switch when the user is not manipulating the switch, and the switch attribute value
is OFF.  So, the invariant for the “off” state in the Static States meta-state would be Switch = OFF.  It is rather easy to
show that this is satisfied.  There is only one path into this state and it has a precondition of Switch == Off.  So, the
“off” picture will only be displayed if the value of the switch attribute is OFF.  Since the switch attribute is read-only,
one doesn’t need to worry about changes to that attribute.  Similarly, one can show that the “on” state in Static States
preserves a Switch = ON invariant.

4. 2 Dialog Completion

The second property is dialog completion.  To demonstrate this property the designer marks a subset of states in the
specification as representing the widget in a steady state.  Next, the designer chooses a user-dialog completion event.
Now, it must be shown that for every state in the specification when the dialog-completion event occurs, the
specification will enter one of the previously chosen states and remain there until the next external event.  If the chosen
states also have state invariance, then one can be assured that the widget will return to a steady state when the user isn't
operating the widget, and that it will correctly display the attribute value.

In Figure 15 the states contained in the Static States meta-state represent the widget in the steady state.  The states

ON OFF

 in[On] Mv

 in[On] M^

in[Off] Mv

in[Off] M^

~[Mid] ~[Mid]

~[On] ~[Off]

 M^

switch

SecureSwitch

(switch==ON) (switch==OFF)

Static States

Operating States

D

DD

Figure 15  IOG specification of a switch.
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contained in the Operating States meta-state represent those that are active in the dialog.  The dialog-completion event is
releasing the mouse button.  One can see that there is exactly one control arc that can be active from a dynamic state -
the arc from the Operating States meta-state back to the Static States meta-state.  So, this widget satisfies both the state
invariant and the dialog completion event.

If the reader believes that these properties are without meaning, look at Figure 16.  This is a switch similar to that
in Figure 15, but the dialog is specified differently.  Trying to show the dialog-completion property on the “on” state
contained in Operating States requires that one show M^ ⇒  ((M^ && in[On]) || (M^ && !in[On] && !in[Off])).  This
cannot be done and in fact under the right circumstances the widget can be left in the “on” state while the switch is off.

5.  Conclusion
Interaction Object Graphs represent an improvement in user-interface specification languages.  They add a representation
for the visual aspects of the user interface and a representation for data.  Neither of these are found in existing
specification techniques.  While they seem to be more understandable, experiments with actual users show that error
rates when manually interpreting them are high (Carr 1996).  This is not a problem isolated to IOGs, but seems to
apply to all specification methods.  This suggests that the specification community must spend more effort on creating
usable notations.

A partial solution to the problem is to have an executable notation.  IOGs are executable, and a C++ class library to
build and interpret them exists.  However, tools that go directly from the diagram to executable code are needed.

Also useful would be automatic tools to analyze state invariance and dialog completion.  In addition, further research
is needed to map other user-interface properties into a form that can be checked on an IOG.  One problem with automatic
analysis is that view ports are not specified within the IOG system and a notation to specify them should be developed.

In spite of their shortcomings, IOGs represent a scaleable method for graphically specifying user interfaces.  They
can be used for small dialogs or entire interfaces.  They give a clear visualization of how the user interface will look for
dialogs with discrete steps.  IOGs avoid the scalability problems of transition diagrams.  They improve on statecharts by
providing both an interface visualization and a representation for data.

The representation of data and visualization of the interface is an advantage that IOGs have over other state-based
representations(Jacob 1986, Wasserman 1985, Wellner 1989).  Interactive Cooperative Objects(Palanque & Bastied
1994) and Interface Representation Graphs(Rouff & Horowitz 1991) represent data explicitly, but do not provide any
interface dynamics visualization. User Action Notation also lacks data representation and visualization capabilities.
Also, to date no interpreter exists for UAN.  Grammar-based solutions such as task-action grammars(Payne & Green
1989) while theoretically executable have difficulty expressing the concurrency required to specify direct-manipulation
interfaces.  Other methods of executable specification are rule-based systems such as UIDE(Gieskens & Foley 1992) and
by demonstration as in Druid(Singh, Kok & Ngan 1990).  Rule-based systems divide the interactions between
components into separate rules.  This makes it very difficult to understand system behavior for non-trivial systems.
Systems that create interfaces by demonstration generally do not have a visual representation of the interface behavior,
although one could be developed.  In fact, a state-based representation that was initially developed by demonstration and
then further refined by an editor might be very useful.

ON OFF

 Mv && in[On]

 M^ && in[Off]
~[Mid] ~[Mid]

~[On] ~[Off]

 M^ && !in[On] && !in[Off]

switch

SecureSwitch

(switch==ON) (switch==OFF)Static States

Operating States

H

 M^ && in[On]

 Mv && in[Off]

D

D

D

Figure 16  Erroneous IOG specification of a switch.
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